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Explaining American
Leftists: Part I

San Francisco allows non-citizens to register and vote.

By Dennis Prager

A

s I watch a great number of my fellow Americans and
virtually all of the mainstream media descend further and
further into irrational and immoral hysteria — regularly
calling the president of the United States and all of his supporters
Nazis, white supremacists and the like; harassing Republicans
where they eat, shop and live; ending family ties and lifelong
friendships with people who support the president; declaring
their opposition to Trump and the Republican Party the
“Resistance,” as if they were American reincarnations of the
French who fought real Nazis in World War II; and so on — I
ask myself: What is going on? How does one explain them?
Here are some answers:

1. NAIVETE

Many Americans are naive, about life, about good and evil,
and about America. They don’t realize how rare America is and
how good they have it. This mass naivete was vividly expressed
by the reaction of tens of thousands of mostly white middle-class
Americans to then-candidate Barack Obama in 2008, when he
was campaigning in Columbia, Missouri. Obama announced,
“We are five days away from fundamentally transforming the
United States of America.”
I frequently play the recording of Obama’s statement on my
radio show not only to explain a basic difference between right
and left — the left believes America needs to be fundamentally
transformed, while the right thinks America needs to be
incrementally improved — but also for people to hear the crowd’s
reaction.
Very few contemporary American recordings are as
depressing as the ecstatic and prolonged cheering the crowd
gave that terrible promise from Obama. I believe it is not an
exaggeration to say that had he announced a cure for cancer,
the cheering could not have been louder and probably would not
have been longer.
Why would middle-class Americans — people who have
more affluence, more opportunity, better health, better health
care and more liberty than almost anyone alive in the world
today, and certainly than anyone who ever lived — thunderously
applaud a call to fundamentally transform their decent country?
One answer — one of many, as we will see — is naivete.
Earlier this year, I had a debate/dialogue with two left-wing
students at the University of California, Berkeley. I thought
debating left-wing students, rather than giving a speech, would
accomplish two objectives: deter left-wing protesters from

disrupting my appearance and enable young people at
Berkeley and around the world (via the internet) to hear
differences between right and left clearly spelled out.
Both aims were achieved.
My final question to them was “Do you believe
people are basically good?” Without a moment’s pause,
both students said yes.
I told them they think that way because they
live in such a decent country. It is easy to remain
naive in America, where most are insulated from the
suffering inflicted on so much of humanity in deeply
corrupt, poverty-stricken and war-torn societies.
Nevertheless, given the way humans have treated one
another throughout history, and only two generations
after Auschwitz, only the naive can believe people are
basically good. And since no Western religion (i.e., any
religion based on the Bible) has ever posited that people
are basically good, this naivete is abetted by secularism,
which allows for the pursuit of knowledge but destroys
wisdom.
Only the naive — or willfully ignorant — could
equate support for Donald Trump with Nazism. Are
most Israeli Jews Nazis? Are a third of America’s Jews
Nazis? (Many on the left would probably answer yes,
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which gives you an idea how mean and sick many on
the left are.)

2. BOREDOM

Boredom, at least in our time, is the most
overlooked source of evil. In the past, before people
went to college and abandoned religion — the two
greatest reasons there is so much moral idiocy in our
time — people knew how dangerous boredom was.
“Idle hands are the devil’s workshop” was a commonly
used aphorism that wouldn’t even make sense to most
young people today.
By bored I am not referring to a lack of things to
do. There is more opportunity to do and experience
things today than ever before. By bored I mean a deep
boredom of the soul, what the French call “ennui.”
This is the boredom that emanates from lack of
purpose and a yearning for excitement.
The combination of affluence and secularism
produces boredom as surely as the combination
of hydrogen and oxygen produces water. Without
affluence, people have a built-in purpose: obtaining food
and shelter, supporting oneself and one’s family, etc.
(Continued on page 9)

New You, New Task
By
Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford - Shepherd of the Hills

L

As believers and followers of Christ, we have been made new! This is a beautiful, wondrous
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my
theme carried throughout the New Testament. First Peter 1:3 says that according to God’s witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”
“great mercy, he has caused us to be born again to a living hope through the resurrection
We learn from John 14:15, 23 and 1 John 5:3 that if we love God we will obey
of Jesus Christ from the dead…” And 2 Corinthians 5:17 declares, “Therefore, if
His commands. And without a doubt, one of God’s most important commands is to
anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The old has gone, the new is here!”
preach the Gospel and to be Christ’s witness all over the world. We find evidence
The word new in Greek is kainos, meaning “unused,” “fresh,” and “novel.”
of this awesome assignment in the Old Testament as well. Just take a look at Psalm
This connotes a renewal of our mind, heart, and spirit — and this renewal naturally
96:2–3:
overflows into our actions and purpose as Christians. Isn’t it amazing to know that
Sing to the Lord, praise his name;
we have received not only the free gift of salvation simply by believing in Jesus and
proclaim his salvation day after day.
following Him, but also a brand-new heart, spirit, attitude, outlook, and purpose?!
Declare his glory among the nations,
As a new creation in Christ, you have also acquired a new task in life. Think of
his marvelous deeds among all peoples.
this task like a new job or mission. Jesus gave this mission in Mark 16:15, when he
said, “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to all creation.”
Can you imagine if each and every Christian would “proclaim his salvation day
Jesus said He would send those who follow Him to fish for people (Matthew
after day”—to “declare his glory among the nations”? Can you imagine if we spent less
4:19). And in Matthew 28:19–20 — which is often called “the Great Commission”
time on the distractions of this world and more time sharing “his marvelous deeds among all
— He instructed believers to go, to make disciples, to baptize, and to teach. This awesome
peoples”? Oh, I bet we could change the world!
instruction is echoed in Jesus’ last words before He ascended to heaven in Acts 1:8:
(Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share Your Faith (available
on Amazon) and the senior pastor of Shepherd Church in Porter Ranch, California, which has four campuses
in the Greater Los Angeles area. You can connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.)
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Time to Repeal Gas
Tax and Car Fee
Hikes, Say NO to
New Taxes
Where to Live
A T

By Dennis P. Zine

T

axes and more taxes are in the immediate future for
residents and business owners in Los Angeles and most
regions of California.
Cities large and small are jammed with increased traffic
congestion, out of control homeless populations, sky-high rents
and ever-increasing home prices. What are our elected officials
doing about this situation to bring tax relief and improve the
quality of life for our communities?
I’ll begin with the gas tax and car fee increases forced on
us without our vote. This is already in effect, and it’s costing us
more money every time we purchase fuel to operate our cars,
motorcycles and other vehicles. Added to this new tax is the increasing cost of vehicle registration, yet all these funds are not
being used for their intended purposes.
If you check to see where the money is going you will find it
is going into a variety of programs that have nothing to do with
local roads. Remember that there have always been gas and car
registration fees with the funds expected to go for road maintenance and related expenses. While those monies were being
creatively diverted to other programs and projects by our state
elected officials, our roads have continued to deteriorate, and we
are left with crumbling freeway lanes, gridlocked traffic, and local roads with small and large pot holes that remain hazardous
for drivers of cars, and in particular, motorcycles.
Traditionally, as a vehicle ages, the cost of its registration
reduces each year. But with the increased gas and car tax pushed
by Governor Jerry, and supported by the majority of state representatives, this is no longer the case. Check your latest car registration bill and you will see, compared to previous years, fees
are going up and not down.
Something for you to remember: If you drive the 405 freeway any time of day or evening between the San Fernando
Valley and West LA, you will find that the millions of dollars
Cal Trans spent on the expansion a few years ago has not done
much, if anything, to improve the traffic flow for the southbound
morning or the northbound evening commutes. Massive gridlock continues along the 405 seven days a week.
It would be nice to know what is happening with the money
we pay for transportation related fees in our region of Southern
California.  
The bottom line is simple.  
In November, we will have an opportunity to VOTE to REPEAL this TAX increase. You can show Sacramento that you do
care and you won’t be pushed around!
There is speculation that Governor Brown plans to campaign to retain these unfair and unjust taxes and use some his
$25 million campaign war chest to convince youto keep the tax.
I urge you to join me in saying NO to both the Gas Tax and Car
Registration fee increases.
I welcome your comments and observations.
Zman8910@aol.com
(Dennis P. Zine is a former and retired LAPD Supervisor, former and retired 12-year Los Angeles City Councilman and current
General Manager at Bell Canyon in Ventura County.) Edited for
CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
August, 2018
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LUXURY NEW HOMES
Avila | Bella Vista | Westcliffe
Hillcrest | The Canyons

20 New Luxury Model Homes
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near the award-winning K-8 Porter Ranch Community School.
Priced from the $800,000s – $2 Millions.

888.520.1871 | LiveAtPorterRanch.com

Open Daily 11 am–6 pm. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without notice. Brokers welcome. Photos
are images only and should not be relied upon to confirm applicable features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law.
DRE License No. 01206770.
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An American Life

L

By Judge Andrew P. Napolitano

ast month, in Ridgewood, New Jersey, a 92-year-old unsung
American patriot lost his battle with congestive heart failure.
He had been surrounded by his wife and children and their
spouses and their children. He left this vale of tears in his wife’s
arms, peacefully and with dignity.
His was an American life.
He was born in Newark, New Jersey, during the Roaring
‘20s, the son of Italian immigrants who had come to America as
children. When he was 4 years old, he met a curly-haired little
girl in the neighborhood who was just three days older than he.
She would become his high school sweetheart and his best friend
for 88 years and his wife for the last 70 of them.
In a large public high school, he did not excel in academics,
but he was a superb athlete; and he had an unquenchable
interest in electronics, a subject not taught in the public schools
in those days.
His graduation from high school in 1943 was accelerated
from June to January because the country was fighting in World
War II and it needed the boys to join the effort quickly. Our boy
enlisted in the Navy.
Four months after graduation, at age 17, he completed
Navy boot camp and was excited about his first assignment
— on a submarine in the north Atlantic. As he was boarding
the submarine at a naval base in Rhode Island, he slipped and
fell on a wet dock and broke his right foot. He was hospitalized
for two months. The submarine he was about to enter never
returned and was never found.
He was then assigned to a destroyer escort, which
cruised the Mediterranean and supported Patton’s Army in
the liberation of Italy. Aboard ship, he excelled in electronics
and boxing — always the athlete yet reading about wires and
batteries and electrical currents until late in the night.
One day, shortly after the liberation of Naples, the city of
his father’s birth, he was on leave with his buddies and he saw an
old man who resembled his grandfather sitting on a curb stone.
The old man’s home had been destroyed by Allied bombing, and
the old man himself was without shoes.
Our friend resisted the collective wisdom of his buddies
and took off his military-issued boots and gave them to the old
man. He had his buddies sneak him back aboard ship before his
superiors could see him in his stocking feet.
When he was charitable, he hid it.
He returned home to New Jersey in 1946. The little girl
had grown up to be a beauty and a brain. During the war, she
worked in the Newark Public Library for 17 cents an hour. She
borrowed and read a book a week in the 2 1/2 years of our man’s
involvement in the war.
Two years after he came home, he and that grown-up girl
got married.
His first and only adult job was with the New Jersey Bell
Telephone Co. He started out climbing telephone poles, and
he went on to install equipment in homes and offices. He soon
moved into management and eventually went into teaching —
his favorite job.
He taught electronics to new employees and colleagues and
even to executives who wanted to advance themselves. This was
the electronics he had learned in the Navy, supplemented by the
electronics that he had taught to himself.
He and his wife had three boys, one of whom followed
him into the telephone company and two of whom received
scholarships to Ivy League schools. He taught tough lessons to
his boys at home — lessons about honesty, humility, self-reliance
and teamwork. His favorite one-liner was, “Anything worth
doing is worth doing well.”
He practiced what he preached. He was a tough taskmaster
who demanded much and gave much; and he always forgave.
Always. He was an iron fist inside a velvet glove.
I knew this man well and loved him with all my heart. He
taught me all his values.
His name was Andrew Alexander Napolitano.
He was my father.
Requiescat in pace, Dad.
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Amazon Los Angeles:

The Pros and Cons
T
By Diedra M. Greenaway

ech giant Amazon.com is considering the City of Los Angeles
for its second North American headquarters, which could
eventually employ 50,000 people.
One of Amazon’s concerns in making its choice is the
possibility of increasing the cost of housing in the chosen area.
However, as Mayor Garcetti explained in an interview with
Bloomberg, “We can absorb those many jobs without being
blamed for high rents.”
So, I take that to mean that since our rents are already
astronomic, then Amazon should not be concerned having any
effect on them.
It appears our Mayor is offering three sites to Amazon:
two in downtown Los Angeles and one at Warner Center in
Woodland Hills. The bid also offers six other sites in Los Angeles
County, according to the Los Angeles County Economic
Development Corp.
How much is Mayor Garcetti really selling LA for, and at
what cost to the stakeholders? Let’s pick this idea apart and put
it back together. Every city needs to create new jobs, but what
would this do to the established businesses in Los Angeles?
PROS
- California is one of the most innovative tech hubs in
America and Los Angeles has its share of professionals in STEM
fields (science, technology, engineering and math).
- Los Angeles has a major port which is ideal for companies
in general business and/or hi-tech corporations.
- Downtown Los Angeles is approximately 45 minutes
from an international airport.
- Having Amazon would potentially create much-needed
jobs for Angelenos.
CONS
- Local businesses might see costs rise slightly; the price
of an office lease could rise nearly 3 percent in 10 years, and
retailers might expect to pay just under 2 percent more for
storefronts over the same period.
- LA could see an increase in traffic resulting from the
expansion of the city’s tech industry.
- There would be prolonged housing construction as a
result of an influx of more wealthy stakeholders who are willing
to pay for convenience as well as higher rents.
 	 - Gentrification would continue, pushing out low-income
and minority communities in favor of a more affluent and
wealthy population.
But the big WOW would be the loss in local tax money.
By the way, the top contending cities for Amazon are offering
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN TAX BREAKS in exchange
for having Amazon call their city the new home for its second
headquarters. Just so we are clear, the net effect on growth is the
sum of the (generally positive) effects created by more favorable
economic incentives and the (negative) effects created by the
increase in the deficit.
(Diedra M. Greenaway, MS/MBA, is a Los Angeles City
Budget Advocate and BA Budget Chair for the Department of
Economic and Workforce Development. Diedra is a CityWatch
contributor.) Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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UCLA Meets
$4.2 Billion
Fundraising Goal
W

hen UCLA officials in 2014 announced a $4.2
billion fundraising campaign, the university hoped
it would reach the goal by the end of 2019.
But the university announced it has already reached
the milestone, 18 months ahead of schedule.
``The support we have seen for UCLA during this
campaign has been deeply inspiring and a testament to
the great value our university brings to people locally
and globally,’’ UCLA Chancellor Gene Block said in
a statement released by the university. ``It also shows
the confidence that people and foundations have in our
students, staff, faculty and alumni to drive discovery,
innovation, education and service.’’
The fundraising effort - the Centennial Campaign for
UCLA – will continue despite already meeting its goal.
University officials said more than 58,000 donors
contributed to the campaign during 2017-18, and 95
percent of the donations were less than $10,000. UCLA
received 109 gifts of $1 million or more.
Among the most notable donations were:
- $100 million from music mogul David Geffen to
establish the Geffen Academy at UCLA, and an additional
$100 million from Geffen to establish scholarships for
medical students at the Geffen School of Medicine;
- a total of $109 million by UCLA graduates Renee
and Meyer Luskin, including funds for the UCLA Renee
and Meyer Luskin Conference Center;
- more than $50 million in total gifts from Henry and
Susan Samueli;
- $20 million from the Parker Institute for Cancer
Immunotherapy;
- $100 million from philanthropist Marion Anderson,
whose late husband John is the namesake of the UCLA
Anderson School of Management; and
- more than $4 million from ``The Big Bang Theory’’
co-creator Chuck Lorre and the show’s cast and crew
to establish scholarships for students studying science,
technology, engineering and math.

L.A. County Jobless
Rate Inches Upward
in June
T

he seasonally adjusted unemployment rate in Los
Angeles County rose slightly to 4.5 percent in June,
up from a revised 4.4 percent in May, the state
Employment Development Department reported.
The June unemployment rate for the county was
below the 4.7 percent rate in June 2017.
The seasonally adjusted unemployment rate for
California was 4.2 percent in June, the same as May but
below the 4.8 percent rate from June 2017. The comparable
estimates for the nation were 4 percent in June, 3.8 percent
in May and 4.3 percent in June 2017.
According to the EDD, total nonfarm employment
increased in Los Angeles County by about 4,400 jobs
between May and June to reach nearly 4.5 million. The
professional and business services sector reported the
largest gain, adding 3,500 jobs.
About 230,000 people were unemployed in June in
Los Angeles County, which has a work force of more than
5.1 million.
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Farrakhan’s Bigotry Spreading Here
By Rabbi Abraham Cooper and Dr. Harold Brackman

L

ouis Farrakhan, octogenarian leader of the unIslamic, anti-white Nation of Islam, has
been active ever since the 1960s, sowing the seeds of racism, anti-Semitism and hate
for our blessed American nation. So why worry about an aging bigot today? Suddenly,
Farrakhan’s life’s work is paying off, winning accolades from the far right to the progressive
left. Hatred is seeping into the mainstream of our political culture, not hidden in smoky
backrooms or behind anonymous social media postings, but proudly touted on the internet
and in interviews—a guaranteed path to gain name recognition, recruit voters and grab
media attention.

is occurring in Gaza in the name Zionism is hypocritical and inexcusable.” Estrada who
absolved Hamas of any responsibility tweeted “I, for one, enjoy listening to Farrakhan’s
sermons.”
Like Farrakhan and other anti-Semites before him, Estrada has taken a page from
Farrakhan’s anti-Jewish playbook and invoked ‘God’s Chosen People’ to justify her
vilification of Jews, not just Zionists. She apparently took no notice that Farrakhan’s hateful
dog whistle also transcends the racial chasm between Black Nationalists and White racist
anti-Semites who marched in Charlottesville this past August. Alt-right Charlottesville
guru Richard Spencer wants to meet with Farrakhan, to work together toward “the sort of
self-determination we and the broader Alt-Right support.”
Fifty years ago, Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., inspired young people of all races to
dream of a color blind America. Today, we are witness to bigots from the far Left and the
far Right who praise Farrakhan, energized by his divisive demagoguery. These extremists
are hard at work wending their way into the mainstream of our society.
Younger generations of Americans—Democrats, Republicans and everyone else in
between—better wake up and decide whose vision will guide our nation in the 21st century.

Here are examples from the Republican side of the aisle:
- In California, John Fitzgerald, a proud Holocaust denier, captured 23 percent
of the vote in the “open primary” in a California congressional district northeast of San
Francisco. This made him the official GOP candidate and, initially, won him the automatic
endorsement of the State Republican Party which inexplicably waited two months before it
rescinded the endorsement. Among Fitzgerald’s eye-popping platform planks: endorsement
of the Farrakhan’s scurrilous pseudo-history, “The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and
Jews,” falsely alleging that the tiny number of colonial Jewish merchants “dominated” the
massive slave trade between Africa and the Americas.
Rabbi Abraham Cooper is associate dean of the Simon Wiesenthal Center and Global
- In Illinois, “The Land of Lincoln,” Arthur Jones, who boasts that he was once head of Social Action director.
the American Nazi Party, ran unopposed and won a GOP congressional primary in a district
including parts of the city of Chicago, defending the position that: “To me the Holocaust is
Dr. Harold Brackman is long-time consultant for the Simon Wiesenthal Center and its
what I said it is: It’s an international extortion racket.” Republican Governor Bruce Rauner Museum of Tolerance and co-author of From Abraham to Obama: A History of Africans,
hesitated before declaring that the GOP faithful should vote for anybody, even a Democrat, African Americans, and Jews (Africa World Press, 2015).
other than the Neo-Nazi Jones.
- In Wisconsin, in retiring
U.S. House Speaker Paul Ryan’s
YOU DESERVE TO KNOW THE TRUTH...
district, Holocaust denier Paul
Nehlen vaulted to the front of
would-be
successors.
Before
Twitter suspended his account,
Nehlen photoshopped an image of
Meghan Markle, Prince Harry’s
Governments of the Palestinians’ two ruling dictatorships are in shambles—and at
biracial American bride with the
face of Cheddar Man, the darkwar with each other. How can Israel possibly achieve peace with them at this time?
skinned man supposed to be the
first modern Briton.
Neither the Palestinian Authority in Judea-Samaria (the West
for peace. Yasser Arafat turned down the first offer, and
Lest Democrats be complacent,
Bank) nor the Islamist terror group Hamas in Gaza has held
Mahmoud Abbas rejected the second. Since 2014, Abbas
Rep. Danny Davis (D-Ill.) not
elections
since
2006,
and
the
two
factions
are
battling
one
has refused to negotiate with Israel.
long ago said: “I personally know
another
in
a
vicious
power
struggle.
Both
refuse
to
recognize
[Farrakhan], I’ve been to his
Hamas: Islamist Dictatorship. An outgrowth of Egypt’s
home, done meetings, participated
the Jewish state or accept Israeli offers of peace.
Muslim Brotherhood—which also spawned al Qaeda—
in events with him. I don’t regard
Hamas is a fundamentalist Islamist organization. Its charter
Louis Farrakhan as an aberration
What are the facts?
or anything, I regard him as an
calls for the conquest of all Palestine—including present-day
While Israel, with the United States, made generous land-foroutstanding human being.” Asked
Israel—and the establishment of an Islamic state. Because
specifically about Farrakhan’s
peace offers to the Palestinians in 2001 and 2008—and left the
of Hamas’ brutal use of suicide bombings and rocket
history of anti-Semitic statements,
entire
Gaza
Strip
to
the
Arabs
in
2005—neither
of
the
two
attacks on Jewish civilian populations, it has been declared a
“Davis was dismissive and said
major Palestinian groups has accepted Israel’s offers . . . or even terrorist organization by the U.S. State Department and the
that many people in politics
its right to exist. What’s more, both the Palestinian Authority
have a history of inflammatory
European Union. While Hamas won power after Palestinian
comments.” But then Davis
and Hamas governments are in disarray, squandering precious
parliamentary elections
backtracked—or
sidestepped—
resources waging a bitter internecine war. Until these warring
in 2006, it has refused
stating that he would like to know
Arab
factions
reconcile—and
accept
Israel
as
their
neighbor—
what Farrakhan has said about
to reject violence, and
Jews “recently.” Only belatedly did
it’s impossible to imagine a peace agreement among them.
in fact took violent
Davis criticize Farrakhan.
control of Gaza. Today
Splintered Palestinian Movements: Following Israel’s
Congressman Davis is an
Hamas rules Gaza
repulsion of five attacking Arab armies in 1967, Arabs in
old inner-city politician from
Chicago. Even more disturbing
brutally, according to
Palestine formed the nationalist Palestinian Liberation
was Farrakhan’s intergenerational
strict Sharia law. Hamas
Organization, under Egyptian Yasser Arafat. Arafat
political romance with Tamika
has launched three wars
Mallory, co-chair of January inspired the First Intifada, a terrorist guerilla effort against
against
Israel,
most
recently
in
2014.
Because of Hamas’
Israel,
which
ended
with
the
1993
Oslo
Peace
Accords.
2017’s Women’s March. Mallory,
an avowed Farrakhan admirer, Under these accords, the Palestinian Authority (PA) would
belligerence, Gaza is currently under sanctions from Egypt,
showed up at his recent annual run Arab parts of Gaza and Judea-Samaria, while Israel has
Israel and the Palestinian Authority. While the PA and
Saviour’s Day Address and had her
Hamas have made many attempts at reconciliation, all have
controlled
the
remaining
parts
until
the
Israeli-Arab
conflict
photo taken with him. Far from
failed, and relations between them remain poisonous. The
can
be
resolved
through
peace
negotiations.
After
Israel’s
apologizing, she doubled down,
people of Gaza suffer an unemployment rate of 44%, just
proudly sharing her attendance complete withdrawal from Gaza, terror group Hamas won
on Instagram. She even likened Palestinian legislative elections in 2006, then seized control
four hours of electricity daily and a dysfunctional economy.
Farrakhan to the crucified Jesus:
Hamas currently receives some financial support from Iran
of
Gaza
from
the
PA.
Since
2007,
Hamas
has
ruled
Gaza
as
“If your leader does not have the
and Turkey, much of which is used to continue the terror
same enemies as Jesus, they may an Islamist fiefdom, and the PA and Hamas remain fierce
group’s war against Israel.
not be THE leader! Study the Bible enemies to this day.
and u will find the similarities.
In order to forge an Israel-Palestinian peace, all parties must
Ostracizing, ridicule and rejection The Palestinian Authority: Secular Dictatorship. While
is a painful part of the process . . . grounded in Muslim values, the Palestinian Authority has
sincerely want it and be capable of carrying out a plan for
but faith is the substance of things!” always been secular. Following Arafat’s death in 2004,
reconciliation. It’s clear that today’s Palestinian dictatorships
In California, Maria Estrada, Mahmoud Abbas was elected president of the PA for a fourlack the ability to make peace among themselves, humanely
the Democratic candidate for State
govern their people or commit to peace with Israel. While
Assembly from Los Angeles, had year term, yet has held the grip of power ever since. Today’s
this to say last year on Facebook: Palestinian Authority is rife with corruption, its economy
Israelis pray for peace, Palestinian leaders still pray for
“Democrats turn a blind eye to is effectively bankrupt, it suffers from unemployment
Israel’s destruction.
the genocide against Palestinians of 29%, and without foreign subsidies it would collapse.
and justify it by bringing up the
Thismessage
space donated
the Valley
This
has beenby
published
andVoice
paid for by
Holocaust,” she wrote last year. Despite its charter under the Oslo Agreement to make peace
“As if what happened 70 years ago with Israel, the PA has remained dedicated to wresting
justifies it. Anyone who believes they all of the Holy Land from Jewish control. It has never
are one of ‘God’s chosen people’ recognized Israel as a Jewish homeland and has demanded
automatically feels superior and
Facts and Logic About the Middle East
justified in all they do. Religious that all Arab refugees from Israel’s War of Independence
P.O. Box 3460, Berkeley, CA 94703
fanaticism is used to justify apartheid in 1948—as well as some five million descendants of those
James Sinkinson, President
and crimes against Palestinians refugees—be “returned” to Israel, thus destroying the
and no one should be okay with it. Jewish state demographically. Israel—under the sponsorship
Gerardo Joffe, Founder and President Emeritus
#FreePalestine… It is extremely
FLAME
is a tax-exempt, nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization. Its purpose is the
problematic when delegates are of Presidents Bill Clinton in 2001 and George W. Bush
research and publication of facts regarding developments in the Middle East
being flown to Tel Aviv by AIPAC, in 2008—offered the Palestinians about 98% of Judeaand exposing false propaganda that might harm the United States, Israel and
and even more problematic when Samaria, as well as a capital in eastern Jerusalem, in return
other allies in the region. You tax-deductible contributions are welcome.
Palestinian children are being
arrested, taunted and murdered in
the name of Zionism… The complete
denial and/or justification of what

Peace with Palestinian Dictators?

While Israelis
pray for peace,
Palestinian leaders
pray for Israel’s
destruction.

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
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The Nazi-Arab Alliance
In WWII Revisited
By Edwin Black

Can Lebron James Make
LA Great Again?
By Joel Kotkin

W

hen it comes to sports, and celebrity, Los Angeles’ lead is only growing, as evidenced by
the recent movement of two football teams to the area, the proposed construction of a
new basketball facility for the Clippers and the winning of the 2028 Olympics games.
Los Angeles is clearly winning the battle for sports screen time. In choosing Southern
California, James effectively dissed Cleveland, no great rival, but also wannabe Houston, which
he apparently has no fondness for, as well as Philadelphia and Boston, two attractive traditional
basketball junkie centers. The fact that New York, America’s other megacity, was not even in
the discussion might constitute the sweetest message of all.
But what does this mean overall, besides providing photo-ops for an Eric Garcetti
presidential bid, for the vast majority of Angelenos? Probably not much. Although, we may
get to enjoy some basketball before the inevitable hammering from the increasingly invincible
Golden State Warriors.

Understanding our assets

LeBron’s decision reflects the two great strengths of Southern California — its Hollywood/
celebrity culture and its best on the planet weather. These attract the rich and famous, as has
been the case for generations.
But how much does this extend to the rest of us? When Hollywood was at its peak in the
1930s and 1940s, Southern California was a dream factory not just for films and music, but
for ordinary people. Defense industries made it, by some calculations, the largest center for
scientists and engineers on the planet, and a booming population drove a large, homegrown
industry of architects, developers, master planners, household fixture and car manufacturers.
Today, even though the insipid celebrity culture thrives, the other pillars of the region are
stagnant or declining. Manufacturing jobs continue to decline, 89,000 since 2007, even amidst a
national surge. Homebuilding remains focused largely on high-end unaffordable multi-family
housing. More middle-range, family friendly housing is increasingly out of reach for the vast
majority. Incomes have continued to drop relative to rent, and conditions in South Central Los
Angeles, home to the 1992 riots, are, if anything, worse.

		What has changed since Wilt and Magic?

he median price of a home in Los Angeles County rose by 8 percent in June, compared
with the same month a year earlier,
a real estate information service
announced.
According to CoreLogic, the
median price of a Los Angeles County
home was $615,000, up from $569,250
in June 2017. A total of 7,569 homes
were sold in the county, down 13.5
percent from 8,751 during the same
month the previous year.
In Orange County, the median
price was $739,000 last month, up 6
percent from $697,000 in June 2017.
The number of homes sold dropped by
8.5 percent, from 3,804 in June 2017 to
3,482 last month.
A total of 22,706 new and resale
houses and condos changed hands in
Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego,
Ventura, San Bernardino and Orange
counties last month, according to
CoreLogic. That was down 1.1 percent
from 22,948 in May, and down 11.8
percent from 25,738 in June 2017.
The median price of a Southern
California home was a record $536,250
in June, up 1.2 percent from $530,000 in
May and up 7.3 percent from $500,000
in June 2017.
``A portion of last month’s yearover-year sales decline reflects one less
business day for deals to be recorded
compared with June 2017,’’ said
Andrew LePage, research analyst
with CoreLogic. ``But affordability
Riah Shoes ( Lady’s Shoes Only )
and inventory constraints are likely
9301 Tampa Ave # 63, Northridge, CA 91324
the main culprits in last month’s sales
( Northridge Fashion Center 818-576-9091 )
slowdown, which applied to all six of
Mon-Sat : 10 am—9pm, Sun : 11 am—7 pm
the region’s counties and across most of
the major price categories.’’
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Even when Wilt Chamberlain and Magic Johnson powered our basketball culture, Los
Angeles was still a magnet for both foreign immigrants and domestic migrants. Today, instead
of attracting masses of people, Los Angeles is expelling them at the fourth highest rate among
the country’s 53 big metros. The transfer of people to Nevada’s Clark County from Los Angeles,
according to one recent survey, is now the largest county-to-county movement across state lines
in the nation.
Like Los Angeles, Las Vegas is a city of glitz, but there, at least, living near stars does
not mean astronomic costs. Los Angeles continues to be a beacon for the wealthy but is losing
its broad demographic appeal to other, less naturally favorable, environments like Austin,
Orlando and Nashville. Each of these have their own glitz, but, like Vegas, the price you pay is
much less.
(Continued on page 8)
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Home Prices Rise

CityWatchLA
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hen International Farhud Day was proclaimed at a conference convened at the United
Nations headquarters on June 1, 2015, its proponents wanted to achieve more than merely
establish a commemoration of the ghastly 1941 Arab-Nazi pogrom in Baghdad that killed
and injured hundreds of Iraqi Jews.
In WWII, there were three Islamic and Arab Waffen SS divisions in Central Europe under
Himmler’s direct sponsorship. Farhud means violent dispossession. The Farhud was but the
first bloody step along the tormented path to the ultimate expulsion of some 850,000 Jews from
across the Arab world. That systematic expulsion ended centuries of Jewish existence and stature
in those lands.
Jews had thrived in Iraq for 2,700 years, a thousand years before Mohammad. But all
that came to end when the Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Husseini, led the broad Arab-Nazi
alliance in the Holocaust that produced a military, economic, political and ideological common
cause with Hitler.
In 1941, Iraq still hosted Britain’s Anglo-Persian Oil Company, which controlled the
region’s oil. Hitler wanted that oil to propel his invasion of Russia.
The Arabs, led by Husseini, wanted the Jews out of Palestine and Europe’s persecuted Jews
kept away from the Middle East. Indeed, Husseini persuasively argued to Hitler that Jews should
not be expelled to Palestine but rather to “Poland,” where “they will be under active control.”
Translation: send Jews to the concentration camps.
Husseini had visited concentration camps. He had been hosted by architect of the genocide
Heinrich Himmler, and the Mufti considered Shoah engineer Adolf Eichmann not only a great
friend, but a “diamond” among men.
			*		*		*
The 1941 Farhud massacre, which was launched in tandem with an attempted Iraqi/
Nazi takeover of the British oil fields and London’s airbase at Habbaniya, set the stage for the
Mufti-Hitler summit and the establishment of three Islamic and Arab Waffen SS divisions in
central Europe under Himmler’s direct sponsorship.
After the State of Israel was established in 1948, Mufti adherents and devotees throughout
the Arab world, working through the Arab League, openly and systematically expelled 850,000
Jews from Morocco to Lebanon.
After the Arabs rebranded themselves as “Palestinians” in May 1964 with the backing of
the Soviet KGB, a new narrative began to come together.
Palestine, after all, is named for the Philistine because after the Jews were expelled from
the land of Israel by the Romans in about 135-136 CE, the name of their land was changed from
Judea to Syria Palaestina to further denigrate the Jews.
Invented Palestinian history also asserts that present-day Israelis are almost entirely
transplants from such alien regions as the Ukraine, Poland, Brooklyn, and Germany—or
descendants thereof. Remembering the Farhud helps us understand that almost half the early
Jewish families in newly declared Israel were not from across the sea, but rather from across the
river, across the bridge, down the road, and plucked from the same culture.
The Arab marketplaces were filled with placards that exhorted, “In Heaven, Allah is your
ruler. On Earth, it is Adolf Hitler.”  Remembering the 1941 Farhud and the Arab-Nazi alliance
that sparked it, locks in Arab involvement in the Holocaust as one of full partnership with the
Third Reich.
The established and incontrovertible facts chronicling the Arab world’s deep and
enthusiastic anti-Jewish alliance with the Third Reich during the Holocaust, which exploded
into the Farhud, plus the subsequent population shift that Arab governments engineered to expel
850,000 of their own Jewish citizens, make it impossible to weave a fabric of invented history.
Recognizing, remembering, and reminding the world of those facts will help all participants
and observers of the Arab-Israeli conflict confront the true legacy that has helped create today’s
stalemate.
Recognition is the first step along the painful path toward reconciliation.
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Consumer
Watchdog Files
Lawsuit Over
Annual LADWP
Transfer

C

By Jack Humphreville

B

eginning on Friday, July 5, many Angelenos were without power for 72 hours because of the
record demand for power during the unprecedented “heat storm” that overwhelmed the Power
System’s outdated infrastructure. Many parts of the North and West Valley were affected.
This resulted in a flurry of activity on social media and numerous complaints to the Department of
Water and Power and to the members of the City Council.
While residents without power were frustrated by the lack of neighborhood specific information,
compounded by DWP’s automated answering system and the inability to talk to someone who knew
what the hell was going on, the Department did a reasonable job of responding to the power outage
given the poor condition of the local distribution systems.
But this power outage is just another manifestation of the main problem plaguing DWP and its
Ratepayers: City Hall.
One of the main reasons behind the failure of the in-basin distribution system on this hot summer
weekend is that City Hall has approved too many energy intensive developments in Hollywood,
Koreatown, and Mid-Cities without considering the added burden on the already strained power
grid.  These new developments are the straw that broke the camel’s back as the City failed to require
real estate developers to pay for the necessary improvements to the distribution system
mandated by their energy hogging high-rise developments.
The City has also been ripping off the Department’s Power System and the
Ratepayers.   Over the last ten years, DWP has transferred $2.5 billion to the City’s
General Fund.  This transfer that was never approved by the voters would have been
better used to maintain and modernize the Department’s 10,000 miles of overhead lines
and underground cables, 160 substations, 308,000 poles, and 128,000 transformers.
The Department’s management has also been distracted by the obsession of Mayor
Eric Garcetti and the City Council on developing renewable sources of electricity.  So
much so that the maintenance and upgrading of the Power System distribution
infrastructure has been relegated to the back seat, resulting in outages that will more
than likely continue during the summer.  
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Power Outage: Blame City Hall

onsumer Watchdog announced that it has filed a
lawsuit on behalf of a private taxpayer against the city
of Los Angeles over an annual transfer of hundreds
of millions of dollars from the Department of Water and
Power’s budget to the city’s general fund.
The city has a longstanding policy of transferring 8 percent
of the LADWP’s revenue to the general fund to help balance
the city’s budget.
The payment has routinely been about $250 million or
more for years, but critics have argued it amounts to an
illegal tax.
The nonprofit is acting as co-counsel in the lawsuit that
was filed by Jack Humphreville, who is president of the Los
Angeles Neighborhood Council Coalition’s DWP Advocacy
Committee, a frequent critic of the utility and a contributor
to the Valley Voice.
``It’s time to end this illegal tax so that the money can
be used for the benefit of the ratepayer, whether it’s for
improving our infrastructure, or whether it’s paying down the monstrous
levels of debt in the power system,’’ Humphreville said.
Humphreville and Consumer Watchdog argue that the annual transfer
is a violation of Proposition 26, a 2010 state ballot measure that says charges
for government services must be linked to the cost of providing the service.
By collecting the money from ratepayers through their bills but not using it
directly on LADWP projects, the transfer violates Prop 26, the lawsuit says.
The 2017 LADWP transfer of $241.8 million was approved by the City
Council in December, and city officials have had little to say about the
transfer publicly.
The transfer was unanimously approved by the LADWP’s governing
board in November 2017 with little discussion. After Humphreville raised
questions about the legality of the transfer during the public comment
period, Assistant City Attorney Joseph Brajevich told the commission, ``The
payment is legal.’’ He offered no further explanation and was not asked to
do so by any commissioners.
The transfer item sailed through the Los Angeles City Council in
December 2017 without any comments from council members during
a meeting of the Energy, Climate Change and Environmental Justice
Committee or during the full council meeting.
  

O

(Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for CityWatch.)
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Interestingly, during this “heat storm,” most of the energy generated by the City
was from fossil fuels, including 1,200 megawatts (almost 20%) from the coal fired
facilities in Utah.
Of course, this leads to the question of how reliable will the Power System be if it were
powered 100% by renewable energy?  And what will be the impact on Ratepayers of
developing new sources of renewable energy and the necessary storage systems needed
to ensure reliability, especially when we get smacked by another heat storm.
The Department has also been politicized because the Garcetti appointed Water
and Power Commissioners do not have the experience to oversee a $5 billion a year,
engineering intensive, customer facing enterprise with 10,000 employees. Rather, they
take their orders from Garcetti whose directives are driven by what promotes his
political ambitions and not what is best for the Department or its Ratepayers.
The Department’s management has also been distracted by the constant posturing
by and meddling from the City Council and the Mayor’s office.  For example, Mitch
O’Farrell has demanded a comprehensive report on the recent power outage and what
is being done to ensure reliability and prevent future outages.  Yet it is O’Farrell who has
been the real estate developers’ water boy, promoting overdevelopment in Hollywood
without any concern for the reliability of the local infrastructure.  
It is hard to know where to begin the efforts to reform the Department of Water
and Power.  Appoint Commissioners with relevant experience.  Limit the meddling of
the City Council and the Mayor.  Let management do its job.  Stop using DWP as an
ATM.  
In the short term, this power outage shows that DWP needs to prioritize its Power
Reliability Plan and work with the impacted neighborhoods.  It also demonstrates the
need to limit real estate developments unless there is the actual capacity to supply power
on a reliable basis to the surrounding residents and businesses.  
But will DWP power experts be able to demand reliability given the political swat
of the powerful real estate developers and their lobbyists?  Not likely as campaign cash
trumps reliability.
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Northridge, CA 91326
Walk-ins welcome. No appointment needed.
For more information, please call (818) 363-2273 or visit www.scoi.com/porter-ranch.
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He’s Gone 1/3 of Time

L.A. Times Sues City for
Details on Garcetti Travel
His “Run” for President Costing Taxpayers

T
Power Outages Remind
Us Why Density and
Infrastructure Planning are
Important to LA
By Shelley Wagers

A

ccording to DWP estimates, more than 80,000 people were affected by power outages
during last month’s record-breaking high temperatures.
This despite DWP assurances earlier that it had “adequate resources” to meet
electrical demands in the forecasted heat wave. After ratepayers from Porter Ranch-Northridge
to Florence and from the Palisades to Pasadena were left sweltering in the dark, utility officials
explained that the city’s aging infrastructure was to blame.  
In Beverly Grove, we had 20 or so sweaty hours to bear witness to the fragility of that
infrastructure and to ruminate on the wisdom of policies that promote density and increase the
load on our aging, rickety power grid.
Like many other parts of the city, Beverly Grove has been hit hard by mansionization ‒
still unchecked, despite a raft of ordinances ‒ and a host of ambitious commercial and
institutional developments. Backers of these large-scale projects tart up their plans with
threadbare claims of civic benefits (affordable housing and transit-oriented development being
perennial favorites), and they demand relief from size limits, setbacks, parking requirements,
environmental review, and other such onerous regulations.  
As it happens, just days before the power outage, local activists met with CD-5
Councilmember Paul Koretz to discuss pending projects and to stress the need to consider
their cumulative impact on our community’s scale, character, traffic, schools, emergency
response, and environment. And, oh yeah, on water and power.
These are points that concerned residents have made before. Many times. Points that
have been brushed aside. Many times. City officials justify dubious development projects with
sanctimonious hogwash about affordable housing. They pass feel-good regulations that lack
any credible mechanism for enforcement. They make policy based on wishful thinking.
Twelve years ago, widespread power outages during a heat wave forced the DWP’s hand,
and they cooked up a “power reliability” program to upgrade equipment. Two years ago, city
leaders green-lighted rate hikes to address needed improvements to the power infrastructure.  
Reliability goals remain unmet. The LA Times reported that, “Utility officials said the agency
nonetheless compares well with other electrical utilities.” Where? In Puerto Rico?
The latest power outages make it abundantly clear that the city needs to invest in adequate
infrastructure before ramming more grandiose projects through the pipeline, however exalted
the rationale.
Will the latest system-wide failure be a wake-up call? Not without relentless pushback
from voters. We cannot afford the luxury of more wishful thinking.

he Los Angeles Times said it has filed a lawsuit against Los Angeles after the city refused
to turn over records detailing taxpayer costs for security on out-of-state trips taken by
Mayor Eric Garcetti.
The suit filed July 12 accuses Los Angeles of violating the California Public Records
Act and the California Constitution and seeks a court order to make the city turn over any
information not exempt from public disclosure.
Garcetti has frequently traveled outside California and the country: In September, The
Times reported he had spent nearly a third of his time out of state in the previous 12 months,
heading to cities including Atlanta, Phoenix, Boston, Chicago, Las Vegas and Berlin. As he
weighs running for president, Garcetti has repeatedly made trips to political battlegrounds
including Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina.
To better understand what those trips cost taxpayers, Times reporter Dakota Smith
made repeated requests to the Los Angeles Police Department for information about the
expense of providing security for Garcetti and his family on their travels, first in August
of last year, then this April. Smith had sought information about trips that occurred over
roughly two years.
In addition to the overall costs, Smith asked for the number of guards or officers
accompanying the mayor, his family or staffers on each trip; the number of hours that each
officer or security guard worked during trips; and costs including food, lodging and travel
incurred by the security team during their travels outside California, according to emails
included in the suit.
				*		*		*
The LAPD declined to provide the information, saying it could put the mayor and his
security team in danger. In a June letter included in the lawsuit, the department said any
record that identifies how many people were protecting the mayor or which shifts they
worked ``exposes the Mayor and his family to threats arising from vulnerabilities in the
provision of security.’’
Smith also asked Garcetti spokesman Alex Comisar about the security costs. In April,
she emailed him to request details on what the city spent on hotels, car rentals, meals,
airplane tickets and other expenses for security guards or police when Garcetti traveled to
Iowa this spring. Comisar replied in an email that ``for his security, the mayor’s protective
detail travels with
him wherever he goes,’’ but did not provide any other details, according to the lawsuit.
So far, the city has not provided any public records in response to the August and April
requests, The Times said in its suit. Each time, the city told The Times it would provide
information or records, only to reject the request soon afterward, according to the suit.
The Times argued that the city had failed to explain how providing information about
taxpayer costs for security would put the mayor in jeopardy. It argues that Angelenos are
entitled to know how much the trips were costing taxpayers so ``they can make their own
informed judgment about the way city resources are spent.’’

(Shelley Wagers took a lead role in the campaign to amend and strengthen LA’s citywide
mansionization ordinances. She is an occasional contributor to CityWatch.)

T

H.S. Graduation Rates Dip
Locally, Statewide

he high school graduation rate in the Los Angeles Unified School District and across Los
Angeles County dipped in 2016-17, as it did for the state, with officials blaming the drop
on a change in the methodology for calculating the rate.
According to figures released by the California Department of Education, 76.1 percent of
LAUSD students who entered high school as freshmen in 2013-14 graduated on time in 201617. According to the district, the rate is actually 76.8 percent, when district-affiliated charter
schools are taken into account.
The 2015-16 LAUSD graduation rate was 77.3 percent.
For Los Angeles County as a whole, the high school graduation rate was 80.8 percent for
2016-17, down from 81.6 percent the previous year. In Orange County, the 2016-17 graduation
rate was 88.8 percent, down from 91 percent.
The statewide graduation rate for 2016-17 was 82.7 percent, down from the previous
year’s 83.6 percent.
According to the Department of Education, a new methodology for calculating
graduation rates was implemented for 2016-17 in response to a federal audit. Under the
changes, students who earn an adult education high school diploma are no longer considered
regular graduates, nor are students who pass the California High School Proficiency Exam.
Students who transfer to adult education programs or a community college are also factored
into the rate
calculation under the new method, according to the state.
Figures continue to show an achievement gap, with Asian and white students graduating
at higher rates that Latino and black students.
``We have a long way to go and need help from everyone -- teachers, parents,
administrators and community members -- to narrow these gaps,’’ he said.
August, 2018
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with donated
shoes for
her nonprofit
"Shoes for
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Can Lebron James Make LA Great Again?

(Continued from page 5)
More important still, these Los Angeles wannabes are expanding their economic toolkit.
Each is expanding their tech economy radically while Southern California’s intermittently
stagnates or contracts. Other cities, like Dallas-Ft. Worth, are becoming corporate and
financial behemoths while the arch-rival, the Bay Area, walks off with virtually all of
California’s new high-wage jobs.

A mission for a king?

When LeBron first left Cleveland, it was a hard blow against a scrappy, still struggling
city. Now that he has left it again, it remains, perhaps slightly less challenged in terms of
image, among the weaker economies in the nation.
Los Angeles may not be as needy as Cleveland, but desperately needs something other
than a celebrity boost. Our region is rapidly becoming feudalized between rich and poor.
If you go to supposedly “gentrifying” areas like Koreatown, you see luxury high-rises, next
to decrepit older office buildings, struggling working-class families and a huge homeless
encampment. Similar, if not quite as jarring, disparities are evident across the region, even
in Orange County.
LeBron may see Los Angeles in its most glittering light, but he should also realize that
the young and minorities, as a recent UCLA study reveals, are increasingly alienated and
dispirited about rising rents, modest opportunities and impossible house prices. We need
stars to promote better options to our youths beyond celebration of athletic greatness.
Like so many of Los Angeles’ creators — the Chandlers, the Ahmansons and Eli
Broad — LeBron hails from the Midwest, a place that celebrates hard work and loyalty
to the community. His boss, and fellow Midwesterner, Magic Johnson, played a prominent
role in the rebuilding after the 1992 riots. Schooled in hard winters and bleak landscapes,
refugees from the heartland often appreciate Southern California more than many longterm residents.
Los Angeles needs a king who can not only dribble and shoot, but also push his shoulder
to the wheel to restore hope to the next generation. If LeBron can commit to that, I won’t
resent not being able to afford Lakers tickets this fall.
(Joel Kotkin is the R.C. Hobbs Presidential Fellow in Urban Futures at Chapman
University in Orange and executive director of the Houston-based Center for Opportunity
Urbanism. He is an occasional contributor to CityWatch.)

Where Oh Where Have the
Students Gone?
S

By David Powell for The Valley Voice

ummer vacation is winding down and in a few weeks students will be anticipating a return to
the classroom. Summer break has provided an opportunity for students at all grade levels
to be involved in a wide variety of activities. Though activities may differ for lower, middle,
and upper school students as well as college students, they all can benefit and learn from their
summer spent outside the traditional classroom. Whether it is attending camp, volunteering,
having a paying summer job, participating in a sports camp or on a club team, or traveling, the
summer affords a great opportunity to grow and develop. What follows is a brief sampling of
how students of different ages have occupied their time during their summer break.
Lindsay Sobel will be entering 9th grade at Sierra Canyon School in the fall. Her summer
has been busy, beginning with being a member of a club volleyball team. Practice, training,
and competition increase her skills in preparation for the fall sports season when she returns to
school. She recently participated with her team in a four day tournament in Phoenix. Lindsay
also stays busy with a charity she started over two years ago. Her nonprofit, Shoes for Souls,
collects and donates shoes to people in need. This project occupies time during the summer
as well as during the school year. For her community service she was recently honored as
Chatsworth Youth of the Year. Lindsay’s efforts not only benefit the needy, but she also benefits.
“I have learned the importance of giving back and making a huge difference in someone’s life.”
With unemployment being at a low level, there are opportunities for students to secure
paying summer jobs. Many employers require a minimum age of 18. Joreen Oller, age 19,
works at her college. In addition to earning money she said, “I benefit from improving my
people skills which will be really beneficial for my career in the future.” Opportunities also
exist for high school students (16 and up) in areas such as retail, fast food, theme parks, and
summer camps. Jaime Gonzalez, Director of Admissions at Sierra Canyon camp, said they
hire students from many area schools. Students go through their CIT (counselor-in-training)
program in prior summers, after which they are considered for hire as paid counselors. Having
a job adds to a student’s self- confidence as they deal with campers, parents, and other staff. It
also contributes to an appreciation for the value of money and a work ethic.
				*		*		*
Summer camp has been a tradition for generations. Currently there is an incredible
range of camps from which to choose – traditional day and sleep away camps, sports (from
fundamental to those involved in varsity sports), performing (music, dance, acting), arts/crafts
and academics are only a sample of what is available. Sierra Canyon’s Day Camp serves children
from age four to fourteen. Head of Camp Adam Horwitz states the camp philosophy is to allow
campers to experience enriched, varied and creative activities, discover new skills and develop
friendships while having fun. Visiting the camp on a pleasant summer morning, laughter and
energy filled the air. Camp Executive Director Garrett Crosby pointed out various activities in
which campers were engaged. Children driving go carts, climbing a rock wall, playing laser tag,
and creating an infomercial were part of a vast array of options. When campers were asked
what they liked best about camp, answers included “making new friends,” “water adventures,”
“laser tag,” and “the counselors are funny.”
Some students spent time during the summer traveling. Jharred Oller, age 16, visited
Spain. “Barcelona was great and there were so many new things to see and learn about. My
favorite was Sagrada Familia – the story behind it and its beauty. I also got to practice basic
Spanish I learned in school.” Sisters Julia (11) and Jenny (9) went on a cruise. Julia related “I
like spending time with family, having fun and trying new foods.” It was also an opportunity to
meet new people. Jenny also enjoyed the family time and “swimming in different pools.” Both
were a little fearful of the ocean, but after their cruise experience, they no longer are scared
about going in the ocean where is not too deep and they can still feel safe.
With such an array of summer activities available, many of us would like to be students
during the summer so we could participate in the fun.

UCLA Takes 21,600

U
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UC System Announces
Highest Number of
Undergraduate
Admissions in History

CLA offered admission to more than 16,000 high school seniors and nearly 5,600 transfer
students for the fall term, university officials announced.
The students offered admission were chosen from a record of nearly 114,000 freshmen
applications and 23,000 transfer applications, according to UCLA.
Of the freshman admission offers, 8,730 were made to California residents. The university
expects to actually enroll about 4,200 California residents as freshmen for the fall term and 1,600
students from out of state. UCLA expects to actually enroll about 3,225 transfer students.
Among the 8,730 California students offered freshman admission, 23 percent are Chicano/
Latino, 6 percent are black and 1 percent are American Indian, while 41 percent are Asian
American and 23 percent are white.
The University of California system as a whole offered nearly 137,000 students a spot on
at least one of its nine undergraduate campuses this fall, including more than 28,750 transfer
applicants, the highest number in the history of the university.
California residents make up the vast majority of those admitted -- 71,086 as freshmen and
24,568 as transfer students, officials said.
Overall, the figures represent 1,114 more California freshmen and 1,851 more California
transfers than were offered admission last year. Almost all of the transfers were from the
California community colleges.
``After reviewing yet another record-breaking number of applications, our campuses have
offered admission to an exceptionally talented group of students for the upcoming academic
year,’’ said UC President Janet Napolitano.
``With the benefit of a UC education, these accomplished young people from different
backgrounds, with diverse beliefs and aspirations, will make California and the world a better
place,’’ Napolitano said. ``We look forward to having them at the university.’’
More California undergraduates are enrolled at UC than at any point in its history,
university officials said.
Following last year’s enrollment jump of about 5,000 California students, officials anticipate
that the UC system will have far surpassed its goal of adding an additional 10,000 Californians
by the 2018-19 academic year. Total three-year growth is estimated to be an additional 15,000
California resident undergraduates, officials said.
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Beware: LA County’s $300

Million Rain Tax is a Blank Check!
By Jack Humphreville

“God gave us rain and you figured out how to tax it.”
Even though the County does not have a well-developed stormwater or management plan, the Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors voted to place on the November ballot a $300 million parcel tax to fund the County’s efforts to prevent stormwater
and urban runoff from polluting the LA River, the Santa Monica Bay, and our beaches (the “Rain Tax”).  
The County is also claiming that its Safe, Clean Water Program will result in “mutual benefits,” including the exaggerated
claim that it will capture significant volumes of stormwater that will eventually be recycled into the local supply of drinking
water.  
This additional tax will require the approval of two-thirds of the voters which is why the County has authorized the
expenditure of $11 million to “educate” the voters. But this may be an illegal use of the public’s money as it is funding a political
campaign.  
The parcel tax will be determined by multiplying the parcel’s square footage of “impermeable area” by 2.5 cents per square
foot. The impermeable area, space that is unable to absorb the rain water, will be determined by using aerial technology (read
satellites and lasers).
The Rain Tax does not deserve our vote because there is not a comprehensive plan that makes economic sense. Rather,
unaccountable politicians are asking us to give them a blank check for $300 million a year (in perpetuity) to fund unidentified
projects that will not make economic sense.
						*		*		*
The management structure of the stormwater program lacks transparency and accountability but increases bureaucracy
and overhead. As opposed to having an independent, experienced Stormwater Czar, the County will allocate the money to
many different political constituencies who have their own pet projects that may not be economical or consistent with best
management practices. The allocations include 10% to the Los Angeles County Flood Control District, 40% to the City Los
Angeles and other cities in the County, and 50% to nine watersheds controlled by politically appointed regional boards.  
While the County politicians believe that they have the God given right to our money, they fail to acknowledge that the
County has record revenues of more than $31 billion. Rather than hit us up for another new tax, the County has the flexibility
to allocate less than 1% of its record budget to the stormwater program.
The County has also failed to earn our affirmative vote as the Supervisors have not even attempted to reform the County’s
pension and Other Post-Employment Benefits plans, both of which are seriously underfunded. As a result, the ever-increasing
contributions to the pension and OPEB plans are crowding out basic services such as the stormwater program.  
Over the past two years, we have been hit up for annual taxes of $1.2 billion by the County and Metro. This includes the
$100 million parcel tax for County parks, the $750 million, half cent increase in our sales tax to fund Metro’s ambitious building
program, and a $350 million, quarter cent increase in our sales tax to fund homeless services. And then there are burden of taxes
and bond measures for the City, the Department of Water and Power, the Community College, and the State.
The Rain Tax is not ready for prime time. There is no comprehensive plan. There is no independent, experienced
management. The County is asking us for a blank check to approve overly expensive projects that have yet to be identified.
There are too many layers of government, too many politicians, and too many pet projects. There is no pension reform. And
there are too many taxes, especially now that County is hauling in record revenues.  
We are not drowning in stormwater, we are drowning in taxes.
Vote NO on the blank check Rain Tax!

Help Wanted

Manager, Application Services
(Northridge, CA) Design & refine in-house software
app’s to ensure they support sophisticated, clinicallybased resource analysis & app. dev. activities; monitor &
improve app. quality & ensure usage of best practice dev.
& testing techniques. Rqt’s: Bach. in computer science or
electronic engineering or foreign equivalent degree and
2 yr exp in position or 2 yr alt occup exp as information
technology manager. Fax resume/ref’s to Lindra Frandinata,
(818) 654-3460. Heritage Provider Network.
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Help Wanted

Director, Application Services
(Northridge, CA) Establish & execute strategy for
development, quality assurance, deployment, maintenance of
co’s web applications environment that will ensure integrity,
security, privacy of info maintained by enterprise. Rqt’s:
Bach. in management information science, computer science,
engineering, or related field or foreign equivalent degree and 2
yr exp in position or 2 yr alt occup exp as project lead, project
data services. Fax resume/references to Lindra Frandinata,
(818) 654-3460. Heritage Provider Network.

Ballot Measure Language

Shall an ordinance improving/protecting water quality; capturing rain/stormwater to increase safe drinking water supplies and
prepare for future drought; protecting public health and marine life by reducing pollution, trash, toxins/plastics entering Los
Angeles County waterways/bays/beaches; establishing a parcel tax of 2.5¢ per square foot of impermeable area, exempting lowincome seniors, raising approximately $300,000,000 annually until ended by voters, requiring independent audits, oversight and
local control be adopted?
(Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for CityWatch. He is the President of the DWP Advocacy Committee and
is the Budget and DWP representative for the Greater Wilshire Neighborhood Council. He is a Neighborhood Council
Budget Advocate.  He can be reached at:  lajack@gmail.com.)

CityWatchLA

About Life and Death: Love of
the Local Newspaper

By John Temple
ife and death. That’s the bread and butter of local newspapers. The obituaries are among their most-read sections. What
journalists don’t expect is to find their own colleagues in those pages, gunned down in the place where they work, the way five
members of the staff of the Capital Gazette were, in Annapolis, Maryland last month.
When events are horrific, as they were in Colorado when I was editor of the Rocky Mountain News, and 12 students and a
teacher were killed at Columbine High School, I learned the difference between local and national journalists.
Local reporters don’t get to leave the scene of the tragedy. It’s where they live. What they do matters to their community. And
local journalists know it in their bones. It’s what makes their work worth doing.
One of the reasons I loved working in local journalism was that I felt close to the stories I covered. I would meet people I wrote
about in the grocery store. Or at a movie theater. There was no getting away from seeing them again, whether I wrote something
that might have angered them or something they liked. It’s one of the things that keeps journalists honest.
There’s little fame or glory in covering local news, the way there might be in reporting on national or international events. I
didn’t know Rob Hiaasen, Wendi Winters, Gerald Fischman, John McNamara, and Rebecca Smith, the five who died in the Capital
Gazette newsroom. But I know many like them. I’ve worked among them for more than three decades, from Michigan to New
Mexico, Ontario to Colorado, Hawaii to Washington, D.C.
The Gazette’s editor, Jimmy DeButts, described his fallen colleagues eloquently in a tweet: “Just know @capgaznews reporters
and editors give all they have
every day. There are no 40-hour
weeks, no big paydays—just a
passion for telling stories from our
(Continued from page 1)
community.” This morning, the
newspaper’s surviving reporters
And religion, with or without affluence, likewise has always provided people
and editors put out the paper as
with meaning. Without religion, therefore, purpose is often lost. Add to that the
always, covering the news of their
number of people who are not married and do not have children (also a result of
colleagues’ deaths.
the combination of affluence and secularism) and you remove another universal
There are thousands across
source of meaning.
the country doing this daily work,
A disproportionate percentage of those on the left (not traditional liberals)
striving to get one more story, one
do not lack for material needs, have no religion and are single and/or childless.
more fact, one more picture to
Those left-wing screamers you see in restaurants, the left-wing mobs on campus,
capture the life of their community.
the left-wing “antifa” thugs and the left-wing Black Lives Matter demonstrators
They’re the ones who create
who close down bridges and highways do not generally consist of married people
the front pages memorializing
with children who attended church the previous Sunday.
everything from the victory of a
These people find this lack of purpose assuaged by leftism. It provides
local sports team to the devastation
meaning and excitement, a very heady combination.
of a local flood or fire.
These are a few explanations. In Part II I will offer others.
Local journalists and their
newspapers play a special role.
(Jewish World Review contributor Dennis Prager hosts a national daily radio
show based in Los Angeles.)
(Continued on page 11)
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CityWatchLA

Climate Scientists Push
Jerry Brown To End Oil
Drilling in California

By Kate Wheeling
n July 12, over two dozen climate scientists sent a letter to California Governor Jerry
Brown, urging him to phase out oil and gas production in the state before the start of
the Global Climate Action Summit, a climate-focused conference in September. The
letter endorses earlier calls from more than 800 organizations and 100 local elected officials
across the state for Brown to put an end to fossil fuel extraction in California, which is one
of the nation’s top oil-producing states.
Brown has been roundly praised in recent years for his climate leadership, especially
as the Trump administration has scaled back federal efforts to both combat and prepare
for climate change. Just July 11, the California Air Resources Board released data showing
that California had met its goal of reducing emissions below 1990 levels four years early.
But there’s little time to celebrate if we are to stave off the worst effects of climate change
going forward, according to Shaye Wolf, the climate science director at the Center for
Biological Diversity and one of the letter’s 26 signatories.
“The state climate targets for 2020, 2030, and 2050 are not strong enough to meet the
Paris Agreement’s climate goals,” Wolf says, referencing the landmark accord that calls on
nations to limit warming to two degrees Celsius by the end of the century. “California has
to do more, and we have to do more fast.”
The climate scientists’ letter notes that the Paris Agreement’s target will be impossible
to meet if oil and gas production continues unabated around the globe—and as the sixthlargest economy in the world, California is uniquely positioned to lead the way on a future
without fossil fuels. “There is more than enough carbon in the world’s already developed,
operating oil, gas, and coal fields globally to exceed 2°C,” the letter states. “Thus, there is
simply no room in the carbon budget for any new fossil fuel extraction.”

O

			
*		*		*
While California has focused most of its effort on reducing fossil fuel consumption, the
state has no plan to limit production. Indeed, since Brown took office again in 2011 (following
his first stint from 1974 to 1982), the state’s Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources has
issued permits for more than 20,000 oil and gas wells across the state.
Even more concerning, according to Wolf, is that roughly 8,500 active wells in the
state are within half a mile of neighborhoods. “A lot of California’s oil and gas drilling
occurs in our neighborhoods, next to schools and homes and hospitals, and a lot of studies
show how damaging oil and gas drilling is for people’s health,” Wolf says. Living near oil
operations poses many health risks, among them an increased risk for cancer, respiratory
illnesses, and birth defects.
Shutting down those 8,500 wells and phasing out new extraction permits would reduce
emissions by some 425 million metric tons over the next 12 years, the letter notes.
“It’s the governor’s last year in office,” Wolf says, “and in order to show true climate
leadership he has to confront California’s own dirty oil extraction.”
(Kate Wheeling writes for Pacific Standard … where this piece originated.)

The First Day Of The
Rest Of My Life

A

smoker once told me that quitting was dead easy; he personally had stopped
dozens of times.
Well? Can one quit something (successfully) more than once? Can a
recovering alcoholic still struggling for sobriety boast of his success in conquering
his demons? How would you define a relapsed drug addict who is currently clean,
but might fall off the wagon at any time?
A 12-stepper is trained never to believe himself cured, no matter how many
years of clean slates he may have accumulated. “I am an addict,” he will explain
“and tomorrow, just like every living day of the last 23 years, I will wake up and
struggle against my desires.”
We read of the “Forty-two journeys the Children of Israel traveled going out
of Egypt” (Numbers 33:1) Doesn’t seem to make sense, does it? The Jews may
indeed have made 42 distinct stops in the desert, camped in 42 separate places, but
only one of the journeys, the first, would have taken them out of Egypt.
In Jewish philosophy, “Egypt” represents not just a physical land peopled
by real-life Jew enslavers, but also symbolizes a concept: the slave mentality.
The Hebrew name for Egypt, Mitzrayim, is etymologically related to the word
Meitzorim, “boundaries”: that psychological construct that traps you in place,
unwilling or unable to break free from your mental shackles.
				*		*		*
Throughout one’s life one is forced to undertake a series of “journeys,”
traveling out of one’s comfort zone to confront new challenges and conquer fresh
territories. Only a corpse can be described as having completed its travel. Living,
sentient beings must keep their passport handy, ready to be used on the next stage
of their journey through life.
The events of one’s past are not overweight baggage dragging you down;
rather they are the accumulated experiences from which you may draw, helping
you maneuver around the new obstacles which present. You may have struggled
with an issue in the past and successfully overcame it, left that border crossing
behind, as it were. Now there is a new you, undertaking a new journey and those
very survival skills which have protected you to date will stand in your stead on
your new adventure.
An addict wakes each morning, resolved to spend the whole day overcoming
his temptations. Each day is a new journey where fresh obstacles present to be
surmounted. The skills and strengths gained from past battles will benefit you
in your present struggle, but each journey is its own distinct struggle, and each
new accomplishment helps you escape once again from the servitude of your
private Egypt, towards the freedom waiting for you over the border. (By Elisha
Greebbaum)
		
- Rabbi Yossi & Necha Spritzer,
						
Chabad of Chatsworth

The Anti-Trump Trio – Media/Academia/Hollywood

T

By Larry Elder

he indictment of a dozen Russian spies explained, in great detail, the extent of their
interference in the 2016 election. Americans learned about the depth and extent of
the Russian operation to interfere.
That the Russian activity altered the outcome of the election to “make Trump win”
has become an article of faith for many who still cannot fathom how Donald Trump beat
Hillary Clinton. This will persist as a subject of speculation in book after book, for a long
time. What will be of less concern to the same researchers and writers is the far greater
impact of the anti-Trump trio of media, academia and Hollywood.
Professor Tim Groseclose, author of “Left Turn: How Liberal Media Bias Distorts
the American Mind,” makes the case that were the media truly fair and balanced, the
average state would vote the same way Texas votes, in favor of Republicans. But media
bias gives Democrats a bump of about 8 to 10 points. Of 20 major sources of news,
Groseclose found about 15 years ago, 90 percent lean to the left.
The late Barbara Bush said she was surprised when her son won the presidency in
2000: “I just thought it’s too difficult. And you’re not going to like this, but my gut feeling
is that all the media is against George, Republicans, any Republican.” That Democrats
and liberals in the media outnumber Republicans and conservatives is a fact. Years ago,
the Pew Research Center conducted a survey of over 500 national reporters, editors and
media executives and found that only 7 percent self-identified as “conservative.”
Most of the major newspapers endorsed Clinton over Trump. The New York Times
hasn’t endorsed a Republican for president since 1956. The Washington Post, which has
only been endorsing presidents for 42 years, has never endorsed a Republican.
NBC’s “Meet the Press” host Chuck Todd worked on the 1992 presidential campaign
of left-left Democrat Sen. Tom Harkin. CNN’s Jake Tapper used to work for a U.S.
House Democrat. ABC News “chief anchor” George Stephanopoulos worked as a top
campaign strategist for the election of Bill Clinton, and after Clinton’s election worked
as his communications director.

no secret. What the public did not know is that Bradlee was such an advocate for JFK
that, during the primary presidential campaign, Bradlee gave Kennedy private tips on
how to beat rival Lyndon Johnson.
The Huffington Post, for months after Trump’s formal entry into the race, refused
to cover the campaign in its political section. Publisher Arianna Huffington called
Trump’s candidacy, in effect, a circus that did not deserve serious coverage.
Academia, on the humanities side, overwhelmingly leans left. What effect does
this have on the voting habits of students? Since Trump’s election, we’ve seen a video
of a university teacher likening Trump voters to “terrorists.” We hear of professors
denouncing Trump as “racist” and predicting a dystopian future. No doubt during the
election many professors let their opinions and preferences be known to their students.
Years ago, an American Enterprise magazine study confirmed what we already know,
that our college and university faculty, whether big or small, north or south, east or
west, private or public, are mostly left-wing. What effect does our left-wing academia
have on the electorate?
Hollywood hates Trump. From first dismissing candidate Trump as a clown and a
buffoon to, post-election, when actor Robert De Niro said, “F—- Trump,” Hollywood
dislikes Trump perhaps even more than it did President George W. Bush over the Iraq
War and Hurricane Katrina.
Ann Coulter was ridiculed by “Real Time” host Bill Maher, her co-panelists and
the studio audience when she told Bill Maher that she thought Trump could win the
Republican nomination. President Barack Obama, echoing a common line throughout
the election from the late-night comics, insisted Trump would never be president.
There is no doubt that Russia attempted to interfere in our 2016 presidential
election. Why didn’t Obama do more to stop it? Two likely reasons. First, Obama
correctly assumed that the American people could not be manipulated into voting
for someone they otherwise didn’t want to because Russian bots reprogrammed their
minds through Facebook. Second, Obama, like most pundits, assumed that Hillary
				*		*		*
Clinton, whom he called the “most qualified” candidate ever to run, was unbeatable.
Whatever influence Russia may have had on the elections is dwarfed by the
Critics at CNN hyperventilate over the relationship between President Trump and “collusion” of the largely anti-GOP media, academia and Hollywood. If the right
Sean Hannity. CNN’s Brian Stelter called this relationship between the star of a television dominated these fields, congressional Democrats would demand hearings.
news network and the president “weird,” saying, “No TV host has ever had this kind of
relationship with a U.S. president before.” Really? Hannity is not a news “journalist,”
(Larry Elder is a best-selling author and nationally syndicated radio talk-show host.
and the relationship is not a secret. Contrast this with the close relationship President To find out more about Larry Elder, or become an “Elderado,” visit www.LarryElder.com.
John Kennedy enjoyed with Ben Bradlee, the editor of the highly influential Washington Follow Larry on Twitter @larryelder.)
Post, the paper that helped topple President Richard Nixon. That the two were close is
- Creators Syndicate
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More Women Sue
USC, Tyndall Alleging
Sexual Assault
A

Time to Junk Racial Quotas
in Higher Education
By Michael Barone

“

It’s time for enlightened America to hit reset on affirmative action once and for all,” writes Columbia University
linguistics professor John McWhorter in The American Interest. By affirmative action, of course, he means the
racial quotas and preferences that most selective college and university admissions departments employ.
“The reason America can never truly come together in understanding racial preferences is not benighted
racism rearing its head as always,” he goes on. “It’s because the rationales simply no longer make any damned
sense.” Forty years ago, they were arguably needed to reverse anti-black discrimination. Today, beneficiaries tend to
come from upscale households or immigrant families never subject to discrimination here.
The weakness of the case in favor of racial quotas and preferences — which are literally racial discrimination,
otherwise banned by the 14th Amendment and the 1964 Civil Rights Act — is illustrated in a Washington Post
column by the thoughtful liberal Charles Lane subtitled “why restart the war?”
His equally thoughtful colleague Megan McArdle, assuming that ending quotas would reduce black and
Hispanic numbers at selective schools.
Our four most recent presidents, like eight of their predecessors, earned degrees at Harvard University or
Yale University (both for George W. Bush). Our history has been far less blighted than Asia’s or
Europe’s by resentment at or persecution of what Yale Law professor Amy Chua calls “marketdominant minorities.” Americans don’t much mind people of unusual ethnicity earning success
by merit, whether in the National Basketball Association or in Nobel Prizes.

ttorneys representing another 51 women filed lawsuits against USC
in Los Angeles Superior Court alleging gross sexual misconduct
and sexual assault on the campus by Dr. George Tyndall, a gynecologist at the university’s student health center for nearly 30 years.
The latest filings bring the number of women who have sued the
university over Tyndall’s alleged activities to well over 100.
The women allege the university received numerous complaints of
Tyndall’s alleged sexually abusive behavior as far back as at least 1988,
and actively and deliberately concealed Tyndall’s actions. The plaintiffs
further allege that following an internal investigation of complaints
against Tyndall in 2016, the university paid Tyndall a substantial
financial settlement so he would quietly resign, and USC could continue
to actively conceal the myriad of complaints they had received of
Tyndall’s sexually abusive behavior.
In an open letter to faculty and staff in May, USC Provost
Michael Quick said top administrators did not know about the
complaints until 2016.
``It is true that our system failed, but it is important that you know
that this claim of a cover-up is patently false,’’ Quick wrote. ``We would
never knowingly put students in harm’s way.’’
USC established a hotline for complaints about Tyndall and has
offered free counseling to his former patients.
In one of the lawsuits, a woman says she sought care from Tyndall
in 1993 and that she was sexually abused and ``violated’’ by Tyndall.
``Once in his office, Tyndall began questioning (the plaintiff) about
matters which were not relevant to the care she sought,’’ the suit states.
“Tyndall repeatedly questioned her about the details of her
sex life.”
The woman grew up in California and wanted to attend USC
from an early age, becoming the ``embodiment of USC’s mission
statement, which aims to cultivate and enrich human beings and
society,’’ the suit states.
The plaintiff lived up to those ideals, but USC’s ``active concealment
provided cover for Tyndall and allowed him many years of unfettered
sexual access to young female students, including plaintiff,’’ the suit states.
In another lawsuit, in which 45 women are plaintiffs, one woman
says she was molested during an examination in which Tyndall did not
wear gloves.
``Jane Doe 1 laid on the exam room table, completely naked, while
Tyndall poked, prodded and groped her body, including her breasts, all
while making inappropriate and sexually charged comments,’’ the suit
states.
Tyndall told the woman that she had a nice tan and that she was
attractive, the suit states.
``All of this took place under the supposed care and protection
of USC’s chaperones,’’ the suit states. ``These chaperones stood by
silently while Tyndall sexually assaulted, harassed molested and
violated Jane Doe.’’

No Drugs
High Tech!

				*		*		*
Harvard faces a lawsuit from Asian-American plaintiffs charging it with racial
discrimination against Asian-Americans similar to its 1920s to 1950s discrimination against
Jews. Discovery has revealed that Asian-American applicants with high test scores, grades
and extracurriculars are regularly rated low on “positive personality.” Not the kind we
want in our country club.
For me, the clinching argument against racial discrimination in admissions is not how it
hurts Asians or, to a much lesser extent, whites, but how it hurts the intended beneficiaries. As
Richard Sander and Stuart Taylor showed in their 2012 book “Mismatch,” and as subsequent
research has confirmed, black and Hispanic students who are less well-prepared than their
schoolmates tend to struggle with instruction pitched to others more advanced, and are more
likely to shun science and tech courses and drop out without degrees.
Segregation imposed by state law and sanctioned violence was still familiar when the
Supreme Court allowed racially discriminatory admissions for “diversity” in Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke in 1978. That was 40 years go.
The fact is that a society as diverse and dynamic as America always has been and will have
disparate impact of all kinds, sometimes the result of racial, ethnic or religious discrimination,
more often the result of diverse interests, traditions, goals and skills. Trying to get the racial and
ethnic balance in every occupational and educational group reflective of the total population is a
fool’s errand.
Racial quotas and preferences have fostered a culture of dishonesty in higher education.
Time to junk them and just be fair.
(Michael Barone is a senior political analyst for the Washington Examiner.)
							
- Creators Syndicate, Inc. © 2018

“State of the art
technology for treatments!”

About Life and Death: Love of the Local Newspaper

By appointment only.

(Continued from page 9)
They help define a community’s character and identity. Coverage in their pages confers status.
Recognition. Absence from their pages also sends a painful message, that the lives of some people
don’t matter. And while their front pages may be what people remember most, the value of
what’s called “agate” type, the small type that lists the times of runners in a race or winners
in a contest at a local fair or the list of all of the graduates of a high school, shouldn’t be
underestimated.
The saying goes: Names are news. It’s true. People look for the names of their friends and
family in their local newspaper. They stay in touch with their successes and sometimes
failures through the pages of local newspapers.
I didn’t know any of those who died. But I know people I’m sure are like them. They
struggle between the demands of the job and the demands of their family. They can never do
enough for either. I don’t know any of those who died or their paper. But I know what it feels
like to show up at work to answer the ringing phones with people asking how the paper could
have gotten something wrong. I know that it’s rare for the phones to ring with compliments.

Holistic Blood
Tests to Match
Nutritional Needs

Dr. Lucy M. Cooper, OMD, DAOM, LAc
Diplomate, Antiaging Medicine ACHM
lucycooperlac@hotmail.com

818.390.3951

(John Temple is the Director of the Investigative Reporting Program and Associate
www.acupunctureherbs.net
Adjunct Professor, UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism. This piece first appeared
in The Atlantic and Medium. Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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COLTON
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*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. Ashley HomeStore does not require a down payment, however, sales
tax and delivery charges are due at time of
purchase if the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™ Credit Card. No interest
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Yorba Linda, C
714-363-9900
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will be charged on promo purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to initial promo purchase amount divided equally by the number of months in promofacebook.com/AshleyHSPalmdale
period until promo is paid in full. The equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next
facebook.com/AshleyHSMontclair
highest whole dollar and may be higher21301
than the
minimumBlvd.
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if theof
purchase was a non-promotional
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CenterPurchase
Point APR
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Place
Victory
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for
their
applicable
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747-226-6026
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each month, the monthly payment shown
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within the
the onlyMadison
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If you have
other balances onSuper
your account,
this monthly payment will be
Aveaccount during theDesert
added to the minimum payment applicable
to those balances.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
26520 Carl Boyer Dr
34740 Monterey Ave
facebook.com/AshleyHSCanogaPark

Murrieta, CA 92562
949-461-0829
Santa Clarita,
CA
91350No interest
Palm Desert,
CA
92211
††Ashley HomeStore does not require a COLTON
down payment, however, sales tax and delivery
charges are due at time of purchase if951-894-7988
the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™
Credit Card.
Offer
applies only to single-receipt
qualifying
purchases.
will be charged on the promo purchase if you pay the promo purchase amount infacebook.com/AshleyHSLagunaHills
full within 24 Months. If you do not, interest will be charged on the promo purchase from
the purchase date. Depending on purchase
amount, promotion length and payment
661-284-7200
760-202-3052
Exit
Mt. Vernon
Ave.
allocation, the required minimum monthly
payments
may or may
not pay off purchase by end of promotional period. Regularfacebook.com/AshleyHSMurrieta
account terms apply to non-promotional purchases and, after promotion ends, to promotional balance. For new accounts: Purchase
facebook.com/AshleyHSPalmDesert
facebook.com/AshleyHSSantaClarita
APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge
is $2.Ashley
Existing cardholders
should see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms. Promotional purchases of merchandise
will be charged to account when merchandise
is delivered. Subject to credit approval.
855
Way
NORTHRIDGE
LONG BEACH
‡‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot Colton,
be combined
with
any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®,
Stearns
& Foster®
and Sealy Posturepedic
Hybrid™
mattress sets, floor models, clearance
items, sales tax, furniture protection
CA
92324
VICTORVILLE
SAN
DIEGO
Just
East
of
the
West
thePackages
605 inand
Long
plans, warranty, delivery fee, Manager’s Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing,
and 14of
Piece
cannot be combined with financing specials. Effective 1/1/2018, all mattress and box springs are subject to a $10.50 per unit CA recycling fee. SEE
909-433-5303
North
of with
Victor
Valley
Mallevery
7770
Miramar
Northridge
Mall
Beach Towne
Center
STORE FOR DETAILS. Stoneledge Furniture
LLC. many times has multiple offers, promotions,
discounts
and financing specials
occurring at the
same time; these are allowed
to only
be usedRoad
either/or and not both or
combined
each other.
Although
precaution is taken, errors in price and/or
specification may occur in print. We reserve
right to correct
not represent
item1401
exactly as shown,
may not be on display at
all locations.
Some restrictions
may apply.
12704
Amargosa
Rd
Sanadvertised
Diego, items
CA 92126
facebook.com/AshleyHSColton
9301 may
Tampa
Ave, Ste
7410theCarson
Blvd any such errors. Picture
Available only at participating locations. ±Leather Match upholstery features top-grain leather in the seating areas and skillfully matched vinyl everywhere else. Ashley HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2018 Ashley HomeStores, Ltd.
Victorville, CA 92392
858-408-1701
Northridge, CA 91324
Long Beach, CA 90808
Promotional Start Date: July 24, 2018. Expires: August 6, 2018.
760-261-5386
facebook.com/AshleyHSSanDiego
818-717-1740
562-766-2050
facebook.com/AshleyHSLongBeach

August, 2018

facebook.com/AshleyHSNorthridge
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